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Luke 2:1-20 
 

 In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

 As we gather in worship on this most holy night, the eve of our Lord’s nativity, and we hear once again 

the familiar words from Luke of shepherds and angels, of Joseph and Mary, and of the birth in Bethlehem, we 

are blessed to have before us a beautiful depiction of that story, carved in wood and arranged here before the 

altar. You probably have a nativity scene – or even more than one – in your own home and nothing could be 

more familiar to us than this Christmas tradition.  As we prepare to celebrate the world-changing event depict-

ed here, I invite you to pause and consider the spiritual reality revealed to us in this image. 

 We first of all notice that the holy family has not found shelter in a palace – though Jesus is a King. They 

have not found shelter even in an inn or a hotel – though Jesus is a traveler and a pilgrim. They have found 

shelter in a stable, among the animals – in a “lowly cattle stall” as one of our carols tells us. Biblical scholars 

differ in their interpretation of what Luke is describing here. A very ancient tradition holds that the stable was 

not a roughly constructed building such as we might have but in fact a cave, and the Church of the Nativity in 

Bethlehem is located above such a cave. This tradition makes sense because it was quite common in ancient 

times for animals to be sheltered in caves. Other scholars wonder, however, if Joseph and Mary might have 

actually been staying at the home of distant relatives. Luke says that Joseph’s ancestors were from Bethlehem. 

It’s possible that they were in a home crowded with cousins, aunts, and uncles, and that space was made for 

them either in a cave adjacent to the house, or in a shed-like space that was sometimes attached to ancient 

homes, to shelter valuable animals like donkeys and horses. If that were the case then the stable would have 
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been their best option for privacy and comfort in a small house that probably had only a few spaces for sleep-

ing. 

 More than the particulars of the place, however, the gospel wants us to learn the spiritual lesson of this 

scene: there is no place too small, too humble, or too poor for God to go. In fact, when given a choice of being 

born anywhere in the world the Son of God chose a place of simplicity and poverty to enter the creation. 

 Next we take note of who is present. Joseph and Mary are here, of course, but we should not pass too 

quickly over that remarkable fact. The Son of God has chosen to take flesh and blood, to be born like us, to 

grow up just as we do, and to live a normal human life just like ours. God does not descend in glory and power 

into Bethlehem, God bends down in humility and love to live among us as one of us. God has become a spe-

cific human being in a specific place and time: a Jewish man, born of Mary during the reign of the Emperor 

Augustus. Because the second person of the Trinity has been united to human nature in that particular way it 

means that those particular facts will now forever be true of God: the second person of the Trinity will now 

forever be fully God and fully human and will forever be not only God’s Son but also Mary’s Son, a Jewish 

man, born during the reign of Augustus. 

 We also see the shepherds coming to worship, drawn here by the message of the angels. Shepherds were 

not well-regarded in ancient times. They were among the lowest members of society, often viewed with suspi-

cion and looked down upon. The gospel is teaching us another spiritual lesson: God not only chose to come to 

a place of simplicity and poverty, he chose the outcasts of society to be those who would welcome him. To 

translate it into modern terms, it’s as though Jesus was born in a homeless shelter and the only ones to whom 

word was sent were those living on the street, struggling with mental illness and drug addiction. God begins 

his life among us by living among those who are the most in need of grace and love. 

 Of course, we can’t forget the animals. The gospel doesn’t actually mention any specific animals – Luke 

just tells us that Jesus was laid in a manger, which is a trough for feeding animals. So, through the centuries 

Christians have tried to imagine what animals might have been present in that day and time: sheep (since there 

were shepherds), donkeys were commonly used for carrying people and produce, and camels always makes 

sense as something we associate with the Middle East.  
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 But now we may start to wonder – if Luke doesn’t mention any specific animals, do we the do the story an 

injustice by adding them in? And once we’ve opened the door to questioning the composition of the nativity 

scene then we may really want to question the presence of the magi. After all, they appear in Matthew’s ver-

sion of the story – quite separate from the shepherds, the angels, and the manger. In fact, Matthew makes it 

quite clear that they didn’t arrive until a year or two after Jesus’ birth and that they saw Jesus in a house, not a 

stable. If we’re not careful this whole scene may start to go off the rails! 

 It is just at this point, however, that I believe we are finally prepared to learn one of the deepest spiritual 

lessons of the Nativity scene. It might help to pause and ask ourselves what the purpose of this artwork really 

is. Jesus’ birth has been depicted in art since at least the second century – interestingly, some of the first depic-

tions we have of Jesus in the manger or the magi bearing gifts come from scenes carved on Christian tombs 

where ancient people chose depict many scenes from Jesus’ life: his birth, death, and resurrection being the 

most popular, of course. The Nativity scene as we know it today – a set of statues arranged to tell the story – 

was really popularized by St. Francis of Assisi in the early 1200s.  

 The scene is meant, of course, to tell the story with all the familiar elements and so it combines the ele-

ments of both Matthew and Luke and adds the animals in for colorful effect. But I believe the scene is also 

meant to teach a deeper spiritual lesson that goes beyond the exact circumstances described in each of the Gos-

pels. A few decades after Jesus’ life, St. Paul wrote in his letter to the Colossians, “through Christ God was 

pleased to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in heaven, by making peace through the blood of 

his cross.” 

 The Nativity scene depicts this beautifully. Here we have the things of heaven represented by the angel 

and the things of earth represented by the animals. The Jewish people viewed humanity as divided into two 

tribes: the Jews and the Gentiles, and here in the Nativity scene we see the two tribes of humanity coming to-

gether in peace around Christ: Joseph and Mary are Jewish and the Magi are Gentile. In fact, in some of the 

best Nativity scenes the magi are depicted as being of different racial backgrounds, thus further emphasizing 

how Christ brings all of humanity together as one. The magi are rich and the shepherds are poor. Joseph is 

male and Mary is female. In short, all of creation, from the angels to the animals to every kind of human being 
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is represented in the scene – all gathering in adoration of the one through whom they were created and the one 

through whom they are reconciled to God and to one another.  

 As we gather in worship on this most holy night, the eve of our Lord’s nativity, and hear once more the 

message of the Angels, to go to Bethlehem and see the Son of God lying in a manger, may the Holy Spirit open 

our hearts and minds to the Father’s love revealed to us in Christ: that him in God has made peace between 

everyone and everything in heaven and on earth. 

 Amen. 

  


